
DISSEMINATION REPORT OF VIETNAM MARITIME UNIVERSITY 

It is essential for the young generation to know and understand clearly about 

the significance of marine coastal and delta sustainability. That is why the role of 

higher education institutions cannot be denied in terms of knowledge transfer. 

Thanks to MARE project, students and lecturers of Vietnam Maritime University 

have opportunities to approach closer to new field. VMU’s coordinating board of the 

MARE project would like that our dissemination plans will probably raise awareness 

of learners and enhance teaching and research quality of young trainers, scientists on 

coastal and delta management, environmental protection and sustainable 

development. New sub-web is set up to foster academic exchanging and shared 

learning materials. Additionally, we intend to hold programs, meetings and seminars 

both live and online way in order to interact with stakeholders.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Poster and flyer are regarded as good ways to advertise and to disseminate. 

When it comes to poster and flyer, we can fill them with as much information as we 

need within an organised layout that is also visually pleasing. Poster and flyer can 

include introduction about the project we are promoting, MARE project and VMU 

logo, contact information, images, and more. VMU has designed and edited the 

poster and flyer belonged to the MARE project. The flyer with blue color as same as 

the color of the ocean refers to general information of Vietnam Maritime University 

and Eramus+ projects that VMU has participated in such as the WANASEA - 

Strengthen the production, management and outreach capacities of research in the 



field of WAter and NAtural resources in South-East Asia project and the MARE - 

Marine Coastal and Delta Sustainability for Southeast Asia project. In addition, the 

poster focuses on the MARE project with the purpose and meaning of the project, 

photos of project activities and the VMU’s revised and new courses in the frame of 

MARE project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initially, we created a sub-web of the MARE project which is directly linked 

with the official English website of Vietnam Maritime University. However, with the 

purpose of better dissemination, promotion and development of E-learning, VMU 

team has made and designed the particular website of the MARE project. A specific 

website with more functions and space will assist us in editing and uploading news, 

images and online learning materials. In the era of development  and integration, the 

Internet is making the world smaller by bringing people together. By the new 

website, VMU would like to spread and popularize the MARE project with many 

people. 



 In addition, we collect related information to make and edit online news of 

MARE project. Events, timetables, meetings and activities were uploaded and 

updated frequently on the new website for students, lecturers and other people to 

easily follow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


